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APPENDIX GAPPENDIX G*

CANDIDATE SYSTEMS FOR A FUTURE VHF AIR-GROUND COMMUNICATION SYSTEMCANDIDATE SYSTEMS FOR A FUTURE VHF AIR-GROUND COMMUNICATION SYSTEM

1. Candidate systems consideredCandidate systems considered

This chapter presents a limited number of candidate systems based upon the application of
the viable techniques identified in Appendix F to this agenda item (produced in English only).  Future work on
standardization for interoperability, shall not be constrained by:

a) licensing issues;

b) sole source of manufacture of equipment; and

c) prohibited export of material (software or hardware) to certain areas of the world.

The following systems are included in this chapter:

System 1. 12.5 kHz DSB AM voice/25 kHz CSMA data.

System 2. 8.33 kHz DSB AM voice/25 kHz CSMA data.

System 3. 5 kHz AME voice/25 kHz CSMA data.

System 4. 5 kHz digital voice/25 kHz CSMA data.

System 5. 5 kHz digital voice/5 kHz CSMA data.

System 6. 25 kHz TDMA (voice and data using different time slots on the same
RF channel).

System 7. 25 kHz DRMA (voice and data time slots are allocated dynamically through
reservations).

Backward compatibility with the current 25 kHz DSB AM system implies the use of airborne
radio's supporting dual mode of operation (current and new mode).  It is assumed that mode selection within
the airborne radio is accomplished by an unambiguous labelling scheme.
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1.1 System 1: 12.5 kHz DSB AM voice/25 kHz CSMA dataSystem 1: 12.5 kHz DSB AM voice/25 kHz CSMA data

1.1.1 System descriptionSystem description

In this system voice and data communications are handled independently on separate
RF channels.

The voice communication function of the system operates in a DSB AM mode as the current
25 kHz DSB AM system, but with a channel spacing of 12.5 kHz, providing twice the number of the existing
channels.  It operates in push to talk mode with listen before talk discipline as the current 25 kHz DSB AM
system. 

In order to ensure backward compatibility with the present system, channel selection will be
made using an unambiguous labelling (e.g. by the addition of an extra digit), which allows the selection of any
channel in the different modes (25 kHz and 12.5 kHz).

Entry of the frequency/channel would be accomplished manually.  The voice system does not
provide an automatic built in frequency selection function, nevertheless this function could be realized using a
separate data link support to uplink the next frequency change (this would require some integration of
equipment within the aircraft).

Use of a timer in the airborne radio would be the only method available to prevent channel
blockage due to “stuck microphone”.

The data function of the system operates with a full 25 kHz channel and employs CSMA on
a simplex frequency channel.

Frequency assignment (DOC) for data communication could be handled in such a way that it
could serve several voice sectors or several ground users.  Frequency assignment (DOC) for data
communication may employ multiple ground stations to achieve the required coverage.

Mode selection will be required to discriminate data operation from voice operation
compatible with the current system.

Entry of the frequency/channel could be accomplished manually or via uplink hand-off from
the previous VHF air-ground data channel.

Voice and data communications are received simultaneously in the aircraft.  Nevertheless, due
to the independent handling of voice and data communications on separated RF channels, reception of voice
communication in a given aircraft could be blocked when that aircraft is transmitting data, and the reception of
data communication in the given aircraft would be blocked when that aircraft is transmitting voice.
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1.1.2 System architectureSystem architecture

1.1.2.1 Airborne configuration:

! voice operation: single frequency, simplex, push to talk.
! data operation: single frequency, CSMA, 31.5 kbits/s data rate.

* Within a specific aircraft, voice and data communications are likely to be handled
independently, nevertheless reception of voice or data communications could be blocked
when that aircraft is transmitting (data or voice).

1.1.2.2 Ground configuration:

! voice operation: single frequency assignment (DOC) per sector/ground user.
! data operation: single frequency assignment (DOC) could serve several voice

sectors/ground users.

1.2 System 2: 8.33 kHz DSB AM voice/25 kHz CSMA dataSystem 2: 8.33 kHz DSB AM voice/25 kHz CSMA data

A proposal for material to be included in Annex 10 with respect to this system is contained in
Appendix K.

1.2.1 System descriptionSystem description
 

In this system voice and data communications are handled independently on separate
RF channels.

The voice communication function of the system operates in a DSB AM mode as the current
25 kHz DSB AM system, but with a channel spacing of 8.33 kHz, providing three the number of existing
channels.  It operates in push to talk mode with listen before talk discipline as the current 25 kHz DSB AM
system. 

In order to ensure backward compatibility with the present system, channel selection will be
made using an unambiguous labelling (e.g. by the addition of an extra digit), which allows the selection of any
channel in the different modes (25 kHz and 8.33 kHz).

Entry of the frequency/channel would be accomplished manually.  The voice system does not
provide an automatic built in frequency selection function, nevertheless this function could be realized using a
separated data link support to uplink the next frequency change (this would require some integration of
equipment within the aircraft).

Use of a timer in the airborne radio would be the only method available to prevent channel
blockage due to “stuck microphone”.

The data function of the system operates with a full 25 kHz channel and employs CSMA on
a simplex frequency channel.
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Frequency assignment (DOC) for data communication could be handled in such a way that it
could serve several voice sectors or several ground users.  Frequency assignment (DOC) for data
communication may employ multiple ground stations to achieve the required coverage.

Mode selection will be required to discriminate data operation from voice operation
compatible with the current system.

Entry of the frequency/channel could be accomplished manually or via uplink hand-off from
the previous VHF air-ground data channel.

Voice and data communications are received simultaneously in the aircraft.  Nevertheless, due
to the independent handling of voice and data communications on separated RF channels, reception of voice
communication in a given aircraft could be blocked when that aircraft is transmitting data, and the reception of
data communication in the given aircraft would be blocked when that aircraft is transmitting voice.

1.2.2 System architectureSystem architecture

1.2.2.1 Airborne configuration:

! voice operation: single frequency, simplex, push to talk.
! data operation: single frequency, CSMA, 31.5 bkits/s data rate.

* Within a specific aircraft, voice and data communications are likely to be handled
independently, nevertheless reception of voice and/or data communications could be
blocked when that aircraft is transmitting (data or voice).

1.2.2.2 Ground configuration:

! voice operation: single frequency assignment (DOC) per sector/ground user.
! data operation: single frequency assignment (DOC) could serve several voice

sectors/ground users.

Draft SARPs for this system are contained in Appendix I to this agenda item.

1.3 System 3: 5 kHz AME AM voice/25 kHz CSMA dataSystem 3: 5 kHz AME AM voice/25 kHz CSMA data

1.3.1 System descriptionSystem description

In this system voice and data communications are handled  independently on separate
RF channels.

The voice communication function of the system operates in a SSB AM mode (AME:
amplitude modulation equivalent).  The channel spacing is 5 kHz, providing five times the number of the
existing channels.  It operates in push to talk mode with listen before talk discipline as the current 25 kHz
DSB AM system. 
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In order to ensure backward compatibility with the present system, channel selection will be
made using an unambiguous labelling (e.g. by the addition of an extra digit) which allows the selection of any
channel in the different modes (25 kHz and 5 kHz).

Entry of the frequency/channel would be accomplished manually.  The voice system does not
provide an automatic built in frequency selection function, nevertheless this function could be realized using a
separated data link support to uplink the next frequency change (this would require some integration of
equipment within the aircraft).

Use of a timer in the airborne radio would be the only method available to prevent channel
blockage due to “stuck microphone”.

The data function of the system operates with a full 25 kHz channel and employs CSMA on
a simplex frequency channel.

A frequency assignment (DOC) for data communication could be handled in such a way that
it could serve several voice sectors or several ground users.  Frequency assignment (DOC) for data
communication may employ multiple ground stations to achieve the required coverage.

Mode selection will be required to discriminate data operation from voice operation
compatible with the current system.

Entry of the frequency/channel could be accomplished manually or via uplink hand-off from
the previous VHF air-ground data channel.

Voice and data communications are received simultaneously in the aircraft.  Nevertheless, due
to the independent handling of voice and data communications on separated RF channels, reception of voice
communication in a given aircraft could be blocked when that aircraft is transmitting data, and the reception of
data communication in the given aircraft would be blocked when that aircraft is transmitting voice.

1.3.2 System architectureSystem architecture

1.3.2.1 Airborne configuration:

! voice operation: single frequency, simplex, push to talk
! data operation: single frequency, CSMA, 31.5 kbits/s data rate

* Within a specific aircraft, voice and data communications are likely to be handled
independently, nevertheless reception of voice or data communications could be blocked
when that aircraft is transmitting (data or voice)
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1.3.2.2 Ground configuration:

! voice operation: single frequency assignment (DOC) per sector/ground user
! data operation: single frequency assignment (DOC) could serve several voice

sectors/ground users

1.4 System 4: 5 kHz digital voice/25 kHz CSMA dataSystem 4: 5 kHz digital voice/25 kHz CSMA data

1.4.1 System descriptionSystem description

In this system voice and data communications are handled independently on separate
RF channels.

The voice communication function of the system uses a digital modulation scheme which
requires a low bit rate voice coder.  The channel spacing is 5 kHz, providing five times the number of the
existing channels.  It operates in push to talk mode with listen before talk discipline as the current 25 kHz
DSB AM system.  Push to talk by a user results in a continuous RF carrier modulation by a bit stream for the
duration of the push to talk.  This bit stream can support identification of the source and destination of the
voice message in a header.

In order to ensure backward compatibility with the present system, channel selection will be
made using an unambiguous labelling (e.g. by the addition of an extra digit) which allows the selection of any
channel in the different modes (25 kHz and 5 kHz).

Entry of the frequency/channel would be accomplished manually.  The voice system does not
provide an automatic built in frequency selection function, nevertheless this function could be realized using a
separated data link support to uplink the next frequency change (this would require some integration of
equipment within the aircraft).

Use of a timer in the airborne radio would be the only method available to prevent channel
blockage due to “stuck microphone”.

The data function of the system operates with a full 25 kHz channel and employs CSMA on
a simplex frequency channel.

Frequency assignment (DOC) for data communication could be handled in such a way that it
could serve several voice sectors or several ground users.  Frequency assignment (DOC) for data
communication may employ multiple ground stations to achieve the required coverage.

Mode selection will be required to discriminate data operation from voice operation
compatible with the current system.

Entry of the frequency/channel could be accomplished manually or via uplink hand-off from
the previous VHF air-ground data circuit.
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Voice and data communications are received simultaneously in the aircraft.  Nevertheless due
to the absence in this system of a common management of voice and data communications, reception of voice
communication in the aircraft would be blocked when that aircraft is transmitting data, and the reception of
data communication in the aircraft could be blocked when that aircraft is transmitting voice.

1.4.2 System architectureSystem architecture

1.4.2.1 Airborne configuration:

! voice operation: single frequency, simplex, push to talk
! data operation: single frequency, CSMA, 31.5 kbits/s data rate

* Within a specific aircraft, voice and data communications are likely to be handled
independently, nevertheless reception of voice or data communications could be blocked
when that aircraft is transmitting (data or voice).

1.4.2.2 Ground configuration:

! voice operation: single frequency assignment (DOC) per sector/ground user
! data operation: single frequency assignment (DOC) could serve several voice

sectors/ground users.

1.5 System 5: 5 kHz digital voice/5 kHz CSMA dataSystem 5: 5 kHz digital voice/5 kHz CSMA data

1.5.1 System descriptionSystem description

In this system voice and data communications are handled independently on separated
RF channels.

The voice communication function of the system uses a digital modulation scheme which
requires a low bit rate voice coder.  The channel width is occupying 5 kHz, providing therefore a capacity five
time larger than the existing one.  It operates in push to talk mode with listen before talk discipline as the
current 25 kHz DSB AM system.  Push to talk by a user results in a continuous RF carrier modulation by a
bit stream for the duration of the push to talk.  This bit stream can support identification of the source and
destination of the voice message in a header.

In order to ensure backward compatibility with the present system, channel selection will be
made using an unambiguous labelling (e.g. by the addition of an extra digit) which allows the selection of any
channel in the different modes (25 kHz and 5 kHz).

Entry of the frequency/channel would be accomplished manually.  The system does not
provide an automatic built in frequency selection function, nevertheless this function could be realized using a
separated data link support to uplink the next frequency change (this would require some integration of
equipment within the aircraft).
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Use of a timer in the airborne radio would be the only method available to prevent channel
blockage due to “stuck microphone”.

The data function of the system operates on 5 kHz channel and employs CSMA on a simplex
frequency channel.  This could allow up to a 6.3 kbits/s data rate.

Due to this relatively low data rate, frequency assignment (DOC) for data communication
could serve only one sector or one ground user.

Mode selection will be required to discriminate data operation from voice operation
compatible with the current system.

Entry of the frequency/channel could be accomplished manually or via uplink hand-off from
the previous VHF air-ground data channel.

Voice and data communications are received simultaneously in the aircraft.  Nevertheless, due
to the independent handling of voice and data communications on separated RF channels, reception of voice
communication in a given aircraft would be blocked when that aircraft is transmitting data, and the reception
of data communication in the given aircraft could be blocked when that aircraft is transmitting voice.

1.5.2 System architectureSystem architecture

1.5.2.1 Airborne configuration:

! voice operation: single frequency, simplex, push to talk (a low bit rate voice coder is
used).

! data operation: single frequency, CSMA, 6.3 kbits/s data rate.

* Within a specific aircraft, voice and data communications are likely to be handled
independently, nevertheless reception of voice or data communications could be blocked
when that aircraft is transmitting (data or voice).

1.5.2.2 Ground configuration:

! voice operation: single frequency assignment (DOC) per sector/ground user.
! data operation: single frequency assignment (DOC) per sector/ground user.

1.6 SystemSystem 6: 25 kHz TDMA (voice and data using different time slots on the same 6: 25 kHz TDMA (voice and data using different time slots on the same
RF channel)RF channel)

A more detailed description of this system is contained in Appendix H (produced in English
only) to this agenda item.
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1.6.1 System descriptionSystem description

In this system voice and data communications are managed together in a centralized way,
therefore no conflicting situations between voice and data communications are foreseen.  This is due to the
integration of voice and data on the same RF channel.

The voice communication function of the system operates in push to talk simplex mode with
listen before talk discipline just as the current 25 kHz DSB AM system.

Push to talk by a user results on the voice circuit in a continuous bit stream of coded voice in
the allocated time slot for the duration of the push to talk.  This bit stream can support identification of the
source and destination of the voice message in a header.  Digital voice circuits will support an uplink
management sub-channel which, at a minimum, provides timing and broadcast initialization information to
new arrivals to the voice circuit, and can also be used to initialize the data circuit as well, when it exists.

In order to ensure backward compatibility with the present system, channel selection will be
made using an unambiguous labelling (e.g. by the addition of “A”, “B”, “C” and “D”) which allows the
selection of any channel in the different modes (current 25 kHz and TDMA).

Entry of the frequency/channel (slot identifier) would be accomplished manually or via uplink
from the associated data link time slot.  The system does provide an automatic built in frequency selection
function via its data link.

Transmit/receive switching will occur rapidly enough so that the uplink management
sub-channel will always be heard by all airborne radios, even those which are transmitting.  This ability to
always signal all airborne radios offers enhanced capabilities (e.g. circuit contention control, ground user
pre-emptive channel access of the voice circuit, etc.).

Access to the channel for data link traffic in the dedicated data link time slots is managed
centrally through reservations granted by the ground station.  For uplink traffic, access is scheduled directly by
the ground.  For downlink traffic, reservation requests are made by airborne radios on a slotted aloha random
access basis.  From these reservation requests, the ground station will grant access to airborne radios for
downlink traffic.  With the centralized reservation approach, priority access to the channel for all traffic can be
enforced by the ground station in the media access layer thus ensuring delivery performance under high
channel loadings.  

1.6.2 System architectureSystem architecture

1.6.2.1 Airborne configuration:

! voice operation: single frequency, simplex, push to talk (a low bit rate voice coder is
used), continuous bit stream in assigned voice time slot at
31.5 kbits/s rate

! data operation: single frequency, data in assigned time slot at 31.5 kbits/s data rate
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* Voice and data communications are time multiplexed; no conflict is foreseen between
voice and data communications.

1.6.2.2 Ground configuration:

! voice operation: single frequency assignment (DOC) could support up to four voice
circuits.

! data operation: single frequency assignment (DOC) could support up to four data
circuits.

* A single frequency assignment(DOC) could support any combination of time slots
allocated to either voice or data (up to four).

1.7 System 7: 25 kHz DRMA (time slots are allocated dynamically through reservations)System 7: 25 kHz DRMA (time slots are allocated dynamically through reservations)

1.7.1 System descriptionSystem description

 This system operates with control of the channel distributed amongst all airborne and ground
users within a specified number of talk groups, as opposed to controlling access to voice or data circuits by
the ground system in a TDMA system.  Therefore the channel access is based upon the probability of the
channel being available at the time the request for a reservation is received.

For periodic voice and data bursts, all messages contend to set up a reservation for the
subsequent time slots to transmit the message.

Time slots are then allocated dynamically for successful packets.  For a periodic data bursts
packets contend in a manner that emulate CSMA.

The voice communication function of the system operates in push to talk simplex mode with
listen before talk discipline just as the current 25 kHz DSB AM system.

Push to talk by a user results on the channel in a continuous bit stream of coded voice in the
slot dynamically assigned during the push to talk event.  This bit stream can support identification of the
source and destination of the voice message in a header.  Digital voice circuits will support an uplink
management sub-channel which, at a minimum, provides timing and broadcast initialization information to
new arrivals to the voice circuit, and can also be used to initialize the data circuit as well, when it exists.

In order to ensure backward compatibility with the present system, channel selection will be
made using an unambiguous labelling (e.g. by the addition of “A”, “B”, “C” and “D”) which allows the
selection of any channel in the different modes (current 25 kHz and TDMA).

Entry of the frequency/channel (slot identifier) would be accomplished manually or via uplink
from the associated data link time slot.  The system does provide an automatic built in frequency selection
function via its data link.
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Transmit/receive switching will occur rapidly enough so that the uplink management
sub-channel will always be heard by all airborne radios, even those which are transmitting.  This ability to
always signal all airborne radios offers enhanced capabilities (e.g. circuit contention control, ground user
pre-emptive channel access of the voice circuit, etc.).

The data communication function of the system uses time slots which are assigned exclusively
for data communications.  Within the dedicated time slot, channel access could be random access or could use
a polled approach.

1.7.2 System architectureSystem architecture

1.7.2.1 Airborne configuration:

! voice operation: single frequency, simplex, push to talk (a low bit rate voice coder is
used), periodic burst in dynamically reserved voice time slot at 31.5
kbits/s rate.

! data operation: single frequency, periodic burst in dynamically reserved time slot,
aperiodic burst is CSMA in unreserved slots at 31.5 kbits/s data rate.

* Voice and data communications are likely to be handled independently, some conflicts are
foreseen between voice and data transmissions.

1.7.2.2 Ground configuration:

! voice operation: single frequency assignment (DOC) could support a variable number
of talk groups depending upon channel loading.

! data operation: single frequency assignment (DOC) could support a variable number
of talk groups depending upon channel loading.

* A single frequency assignment (DOC) could support any combination of  voice and data
talk groups.

! ! ! ! ! ! ! !


